Instruction Manual for

4-in-1 Trimmer Set
USING THE TRIMMER
Remove blade cap. Slide the switch to the “ON” position. Carefully place blade of trimmer to your
nostril to cut nose hairs. Use the same procedure for trimming ear, sideburn and eyebrow hairs.

Read through this entire instruction manual before using the 4-in-1
Trimmer Set. We’re dedicated to bringing you well-designed products
that make living fun and easy. We stand behind all our products and
warrant this to be free from defects in workmanship and materials for 1
year from the date of purchase.
For service claims or questions, please consult our website ProtocolNY.com.
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(A) NOSE/EAR TRIMMER
1. The Nose Trimmer is designed to remove unwanted hair from the nose or ear areas.
2. Gently approach the area to be trimmed. Never force the Nose Trimmer into nose or ear cavities as
this can result in injury.
3. If you experience any pain or discomfort when using this product STOP using it immediately.
4. Always clean the clipper after use and use the cap to protect the Nose Trimmer head.
(B) EYEBROW TRIMMER
You can use this attachment for trimming unwanted eyebrow hair, fine facial and ear hair, or any stray
body hairs.
(C) SIDEBURN TRIMMER
You can use this attachment for smaller areas such as hairlines and sideburns. Hold the trimmer so the
shaver screen gently touches your skin. Avoid holding the trimmer at an angle. This will distort the
screen and may cause some skin irritation.
CLEANING & MAINTENANCE
Clean your personal trimmer regularly. Be sure switch is turned “OFF” before cleaning.
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HOW TO USE
FITTING THE BATTERY
1. To fit the battery, gently twist the battery cover in a counter clockwise direction and lift the cover from
the clipper body.
2. Insert the battery taking care to observe the correct polarity, positive (+) end in the clipper body first.
3. Replace the battery cover before use, note that the battery cover will fit after 1 turn around.
INSTRUCTION FOR HEAD REPLACEMENTS
To change attachments, hold the trimmer body with the switch side facing towards you. Turn the
attachment and pull off. Position the replacement attachment at the top of the trimmer body, then push
down and attach.

CLEANING WITH BRUSH
Never expose trimmer body to water. To maintain lubrication, use the enclosed brush to clean the unit.
Thoroughly brush and blow out hair clippings from the power handle.
CLEANING WITH WATER
Your trimmer’s attachments have rust-resistant, stainless steel cutting blades that permit the cutting
attachments to be rinsed under running water if you choose. Do not wash attachments when attached
to trimmer. Always keep blade area pointed downward when cleaning. Only after unit has dried
completely should the attachment be used.
* Do not use harsh or corrosive cleaners on the unit or its attachments.
* Do not apply pressure or hard objects to attachments.
BATTERIES
1. Requires 1 AA battery (not included), DC 1.5V.
2. Remove the batteries if the product is not going to be used for some time.
3. Always remove exhausted batteries from the product and dispose of safely.
4. Store batteries in a cool location away from metal objects.

